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THE HOME COUNTIES NATURE-STUDY EXHIBITION.

" A T ATU RE-STUDY" has "caught on," there can be no ques-
\ \ tion of that. It may be sneered at by the superior person

as a fad, but in scores of schools throughout the country, teachers
are now busily engaged, each according to his or her lights, in
trying to interest children in looking intelligently at natural objects,
and in recording what they see in words and by pencil, brush or
camera. That this is an enormous advance on the old state of
things in which nature was either ignored, or so-called science was
taught to children more or less by rote from frequently inaccurate
text-books, can hardly be doubted. At the same time, as in the case
of every form of activity which has the force of a popular
"movement" behind it, the very enthusiasm with which it is taken
up leads some of its devotees into mistaken paths.

The recent exhibition at Burlington Gardens was most
interesting to the teacher of botany, as illustrating both the
excellent work that can be done along " Nature-Study " lines and
the dangers which beset the enthusiastic teacher.

The exhibition was organized by " The Middlesex Field Club
and Nature-Study Society" and delegates from "The Selborne
Society; " the exhibits all came from the Home Counties, taken in
rather a wide sense. They came from all grades of educational
institutions ranging from primary schools to institutions of the type
of University Colleges, and included some from Field Clubs and
from individuals interested in nature-study.

The first room was largely occupied by exhibits from primary
schools. What can be done for quite tiny children in a London
school by bringing natural objects to them was well illustrated by the
exhibits from the Christ Church Endowed Infant School at Biack-
friars. Various living animals such as a snake, a rat, a tortoise,
etc., kept by the children in cases made by the staff, charts recording
weather, wind, sun, etc., kept by the children, were shewn. Whether
the so-called "co-relation schemes" in which a lesson on a natural
object is illustrated by a picture, a story, a poem, etc., an attempt
we suppose, to bring all the child's faculties into play in relation to
the object, is a wise method, when the illustrations must necessarily
often be rather third-rate, and the connexion not infrequently an
artificial one, we leave the psychologist and the practical teacher of
infants to discuss. In any case it hardly falls properly within the
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scope of nature-study. The wisdom of trying to acquaint London
children with the life-history and use of a wheat-crop by a series of
most unlifelike models representing a wheatfield in its various
stages, a mill, and a loaf of bread, may certainly be doubted. But
there can be no doubt that the work as a whole is praiseworthy and
good.

Sentimentality is a serious danger into which some teachers
are clearly apt to fall. The photographs representing children in a
school-garden, some of them working, perhaps, but one small girl
unmistakably posing in a wheelbarrow, each photograph illustrated
by a poetical quotation, irrelevant when it was not sentimental, were
a particularly conspicuous instance. This kind of thing, if it has
any effect at all, does children not good, but harm.

A great deal of the brush-work, in which a point is made of having
no pencil outline, is quite excellent. We may mention that from
the Invicta Road Board School, Blackheath, done by different
children, mostly aged thirteen, and representing sprays of Chestnut,
Beech, Oak, Rose, Nasturtium, etc., as extraordinarily good. The
training in observation and artistic perception involved is worthy of
great praise. At the same time mere brush-work, however good,
rather falls short of " nature-study" in the sense in which it is
generally understood.

Pen and-ink sketches from nature of fruits and leaves, fleshy
roots, etc., sent by another school illustrating lessons on these
objects were very good, but against part of this exhibit we must
emphatically protest. This consisted of sketches by children of twelve
or thirteen representing microscopic sections of an ovule, of a liverwort
thallus, and of a fern-frond with sporangia. In the first place there
are such numbers of naked-eye objects over which children of that
age can more usefully spend their time, that it is entirely unnecessary
and probably undesirable for them to do any microscopic work. In
the second place the sections from which these drawings were made
were obviously bad sections, not illustrating the structure of the
plants in question properly. And finally, such as they were, it is
clear that they were not understood, for they were sprinkled with
technical terms, largely wrongly applied ; for instance a scale on
the ventral surface of the liverwort was called a "multi-cellular
rhizoid," and two layers of cells on the surface of the fern frond
were called respectively ** corky cells " and '• palisade layer," while
the structure of the ovule was completely misunderstood, not a
single name being correctly applied. And yet to these sketches a
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"first-class certificate and prize" were given, presumably by the

school authorities! Clearly a rough-tongued inspector is wanted
here.

Two other departures from legitimate nature-study may be
mentioned. First some very finished water-colour drawings of a
cultivated Chrysanthemum, a Pelargonium, and a Calceolaria,
excellent perhaps as artistic products, but scarcely in place in this
exhibition ; and secondly some collections of dried grasses on card-
board without any names or descriptions—things of little or no
educational value, and including, by the way, plants which are not
grasses. There were also a good many other collections of fiowers
with names attached, English and Latin, sometimes wrongly spelt,
reminding one more of the "floral albums" of the middle of last
century than of modern nature-study.

This hasty account of some of the primary school exhibits we
are afraid contains a good deal more blame than praise. It was
thought well to call attention to some of the dangers that should be
avoided, but it must not be supposed that there was absent abundant
and gratifying evidence of sound work on sound lines. Exhibits
from Haslemere, from Peckham (including evidence of " long
distance journeys" in pursuit of nature-study by teachers and
scholars), from Bradfield, and from Dorking may be mentioned as
examples.

In the secondary school section, there was much good work.
Among this, the exhibits from the Clapham High School for Girls,
and from Bedales School (Petersfield) were pre-eminent. In both
of these the work in surveying and the principles of map-making,
than which there is no more interesting and valuable exercise,
shewed excellent results. At Clapham, among other things, the
elementary physiology of plants is evidently taught in a simple but
thoroughly effective manner, and the exhibit included demonstrations
of the principal life-processes of plants with the aid of simple home-
made apparatus, but all thoroughly workmanlike and adequate. The
various exhibits from Bedales shewed that here also the pursuit of
nature-study is carried on in a most varied and thoroughly en-
lightened manner.

The geological maps and photographs from Tiffins' Boys'
School, Kingston-on-Thames, constituted an excellent exhibit. This
kind of work, giving an insight into the basis not only of scenery,
but largely also of plant-distribution, might be much more wide-
spread in country secondary schools. We must pass over a
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number of other excellent exhibits in this section, noting that a
certain number of the schools shewed a tendency to adhere to the
less educational old-fashioned pursuits of mere collecting and
naming specimens.

In the Section devoted to work in institutions of a higher grade,
the Froebel Institute had a long series of exhibits, most of which
were extremely good and interesting. Among these may be
mentioned three very good collections of flowers to illustrate the
characteristic floras of bog-country and moorland at different alti-
tudes, of a mountain glen in Scotland, and of Margate, made during
summer vacation, and all with explanatory accounts. There were
also descriptions of an expedition to Hayes Common and Keston,
with maps of the route embodying the results of tbe survey of the
heatb country, copses, bogs, ponds, etc., met with.

Witb regard to tbe general organization of tbe exhibition, it
would bave been more satisfactory if it bad been found possible for
tbe prizes to be awarded and tbe prize-winning exbibits marked
before tbe exbibition was opened to tbe public, but we suppose tbis
was bardly possible. We were sorry to see tbat tbe name of no
recognised botanist appeared in tbe list of judges. Tbis is parti-
cularly to be regretted since so large a proportion of tbe exbibits
dealt witb plants.

Tbe promoters of tbe exbibition are to be warmly congratulated
on its success, and on tbe stimulus it must bave afforded to tbis
most fascinating and important brancb of modern education.

PERSONAL NOTE.

We are extremely glad to announce tbat Mr. L. Cockayne,
one of tbe most entbusiastic of New Zealand botanists, wbose
excellent work on tbe native flora, particularly nis observations and
experiments on tbe youtb-forms of New Zealand plants, we bave
for some time been intending to review, bas been given an honorary
Pb.D of tbe University af Municb.

R. Madley, Friuter 151, Wbitfield Street. W.






